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Company: Incedo Inc.

Location: Charlotte

Category: other-general

Incedo is a US based consulting, analytics and technology services firm incorporated in

2011. We are Head quartered out of New Jersey with 4000+ employees based globally out

of the offices in New Jersey, California, Canada, Mexico, Gurgaon, Pune, Bangalore and

Chennai. As a firm we have been helping our clients achieve competitive advantage through

End-to-End Digital Transformation and work across Financial Services, Telecom, Life Science

& Healthcare and Product Engineering sectors. Our uniqueness lies in bringing together

strong engineering, data science and design capabilities with deep domain understanding,

and blurring the boundaries between services and products to maximize business impact

from emerging technologies.

Our Mission is to enable our clients to maximize business impact from technology by

· Harnessing the transformational impact of emerging technologies

· Bridging the gap between business and technology.

And become an employer of choice by being ‘employee first’ in all processes and practices.

Responsibility:

· Will be responsible for design, development, integration, and maintenance of Modern Advisor

and Investor applications primarily focused on AWS Tech Stack.

· Should have a very strong understanding of Micro services and micro front end based

architecture using modular federation, AWS development following best practices.

· This individual will be responsible for designing modern applications using AWS technology
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Stack like AWS DynamoDB, AWS S3 etc,.Net Core and Angular 15.

· Must be hands on with designing and leading technical teams for the development and can lead

DevOps teams to setup deployment pipelines, and with a very strong ability to communicate

with stakeholders.

· Ability to explain the benefits and differences between legacy vs modern applications such as

monolithic vs micro apps.

Must Skill:

Hands-on experience with AWS DynamoDB, .Net Core, AWS S3, API Gateway with

business leadership to identify problems, and opportunities for technology innovation with a

focus on Modern application development.

· Help establish a clear, consistent technology vision through collaboration, influence, and

enablement.

· Research, recommend, design and develop AWS tech stack backed systems and AWS

application architecture.

· Extreme ability to build AWS based scalable applications, using AWS API gateway,

EKS, S3, Dynamo DB and other AWS services.

· Must be an expert in Auth and MFA process integrations

· Prior experience of working with ForgeRock is a plus

Prior experience of building angular component library is a plus
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